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T
HIS CHAPTER OFFERS A BROAD

OVERVIEW OF WHAT ZOO TYCOON 2

IS ABOUT. IT COMPLEMENTS AND

EXPANDS ON THE INFORMATION IN

THE GAME MANUAL. FOR NEWCOMERS TO ZOO

TYCOON, WE’VE EXPLAINED HOW THE GAME

WORKS, AND WHAT KIND OF MOVES WILL

WORK FOR YOU. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE

ORIGINAL AND THE SEQUEL ARE HIGHLIGHTED

HERE FOR ZOO TYCOON VETERANS. THE

CHAPTER CONCLUDES WITH COMMENTS ON THE

GAME TUTORIALS AND ADVICE FOR MAKING

THE GAME RUN BETTER.

ZOO TYCOON 2 SHARES THE SAME GAME

PREMISE AS THE ORIGINAL: CREATE A

SUCCESSFUL ZOO. BUT IN MANY DRAMATIC

RESPECTS, ZT2 IS A NEW GAME. THE FIRST-

PERSON VIEW LETS YOU WALK AROUND YOUR

ZOO AND PERFORM THE FUNCTIONS OF A

ZOOKEEPER, MAINTENANCE WORKER, OR ZOO

PHOTOGRAPHER—ABILITIES THAT ARE FUN, BUT

ALSO CARRY STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS.

ALTHOUGH THE ORIGINAL AND THE SEQUEL

HAVE SIMILAR GAME GOALS, ZOO TYCOON 2

INTRODUCES THE CONCEPT OF ZOO FAME: THE

YARDSTICK USED TO MEASURE YOUR SUCCESS.

EVEN THE INTERFACE IS RADICALLY DIFFERENT—

A STRONG HINT FOR ZOO TYCOON VETERANS

THAT SOME CHANGES IN THINKING WILL BE

NEEDED TO SUCCEED IN ZT2. ARE YOU READY

FOR CHANGE?

LET’S BEGIN WITH WHAT WE ALL LIKE A

LOT: FAME.
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BECOMING A BIG NAME

In Zoo Tycoon 2, fame is big. It’s not only a measure of your zoo’s success—it
actually defines your zoo’s success. After all, zoo fame is what lets you adopt
increasingly exotic animals, the very animals you need to achieve even bigger
fame for your zoo. It goes like this: you focus on making your first animals as
happy as possible. Then you focus on making your first zoo guests as happy as
possible. This will bring an increase in fame, resulting in new animals for adop-
tion. You adopt these, and focus on making them as happy as possible. 

A zoo’s increase in fame brings other benefits, ranging from practical (you
can charge guests more if you feel so inclined) to aesthetic (the entrance to
your zoo gets a makeover—see Figure 1.1).

Acquiring adoption rights to new animal species is a big part of the game.
Therefore, note that you can gain access to a new species by turning down one
of the species currently on offer. To turn down a species, select it and click the
button directly under the animal sex buttons on the animal-adoption panel. The
rejected species disappears from the panel, and is replaced by a ghost image of
the species that will be offered in its place once the progress bar below the
ghost image is full. After you’ve succeeded in making an animal species breed
in your zoo, make sure you switch that animal for a new species on the animal-
adoption panel! See Chapter 5 for more details on obtaining adoption rights to
new species. 

F i g u r e  1 . 1 :  

A three-star

makeover for your

zoo entrance.
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BECOMING A BIG NAME

Becoming really famous isn’t simple—it requires
you to excel in many different areas all at once.
You’ll have to pretty much equal the immortal Elvis
to gain five-star fame. Here are the components of
fame as listed in the game manual, and descriptions
of what they mean in gameplay terms: 

Diversity of species. To reach maximum
fame, your zoo must contain at least 25 of
the 30 animal species in the game, and all
these animals have to be deliriously happy.
It’s easier to hit maximum fame if you have
more than 25 animal species represented in
your zoo; having all 30 species is best. They
don’t have to be delirious with happiness
then—very, very happy is good enough.

Releasing animals into the wild. You must breed animals in your zoo
before you can release them into the wild in numbers significant
enough to max out this contribution to zoo fame. To make animals
breed, you have to make them happy. Yes, happiness strikes again.  

Completing scenario goals and challenges. Animal happiness often
plays an important role in completing scenario goals and challenges.
How are you going to take that photo of an animal baby with its mother?
Only if the animals in your zoo are comfortable enough to multiply. This
category is inactive when playing a game in Freeform mode.

Awards. If the animals in your zoo aren’t happy, the only award you
can count on is the 100th Guest Attendance ribbon—provided you set
zoo admission to Free. This category is inactive when playing a
Campaign scenario. 

Guest happiness. Your guests won’t be happy if the animals aren’t
happy. In order to reach maximum guest happiness, you must also
strive to meet your guests’ personal needs—including catering to indi-
vidual food and animal-viewing preferences if possible.  

As you can see, there is only one road that leads to success in Zoo Tycoon

2: the joyful road of happiness for everyone. Chapters 3 and 4 contain plenty of
info on how to make zoo guests and animals happy (you’ll also find some extra
happiness tips in Chapters 2 and 5). 

5

Note
The animal species in the

game are organized into

groups that correspond to zoo

fame levels (see Chapter

5). You can exchange a

species on offer only for

another within the same

group. You won’t gain

adoption rights to rare

animals without

increasing your zoo

fame! 
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WHY HAPPINESS MEANS MONEY

The insidious effect of happiness in Zoo Tycoon 2 extends even to the unemo-
tional realm of finance. That’s right; in ZT2, happiness makes you money, just
like that. Guest donations constitute the vast majority of your zoo’s income,
and guests donate money when the animals they are viewing are happy. When
the guests are very happy themselves, they donate even more money—many
guests will run to the nearest ATM to get some if they feel the money they have
isn’t enough.

Chapter 3 explains in detail what makes people happy, but the following is
a brief summary of what puts the smileys over the guests’ heads, and money in
your donation boxes:

Happy animals. If you watch the zoo guests, you’ll see a sea of smileys
followed by small stampedes toward the donations boxes when your
animals demonstrate playful, happy behavior in exhibits that re-create
their native habitats faithfully.

Need satisfaction. Your guests have needs—boy, do they have needs.
Let it be said that one of the most important zoo buildings is the luxury
lavatory, or family restroom. The zoo concessions—big moneymakers in
the original game—serve mainly to keep guests happy. Profits from
concessions, although not insignificant, will never amount to more than
a small fraction of your zoo’s income. Zoo Tycoon veterans should also
note that in ZT2, guest amusement is a distinct need.

New knowledge. The zoo guests in Zoo Tycoon 2 are a knowledge-
hungry lot. The importance of this noble guest need is underscored by
the special smiley that appears whenever a zoo guest feels educated.
Zoo guests gain new knowledge not in your zoo’s restaurants and
hamburger joints, but exclusively through watching zoo animals
perform certain actions and by listening to educators. Watch the 
donation boxes get busy following certain behaviors!

Zoo beauty. We all love beauty, and dislike ugliness. Zoo guests are
much happier in a beautiful zoo (good exhibit design is particularly
important!). ZT2 offers you the option of walking down the paths of
your own zoo and seeing first-hand what things look like. Certain
Campaign scenarios and $5,000 Challenge games will force you to roll
up your sleeves and deal with beauty’s number-one enemy: trash. Zoo
guests are deeply distressed by trash, and the smart tycoon will vigi-
lantly monitor trash can and recycling bin capacity, hiring enough main-
tenance workers to keep the zoo spotless. 
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BECOMING A BIG NAME

The single-minded focus on
happiness in ZT2 doesn’t mean it’s
an easy game. This is because any
search for happiness is complex by
nature, and happiness in-game is
subject to many different influences.
Your role in the game is to identify
those influences and modify them
for the better. Examples: Your lion’s
habitat may need an extra swipe
with the grass-and-dirt Savannah
biome brush. An extra couple of
benches may need to be placed just so. You may need to step into first-person
view to help out your zookeepers—even the greatest tycoon will occasionally
have to stoop to clean animal poop and pick up trash. This first-person-view,
hands-on activity is a necessity in all Challenge games with $5,000 starting
money. As they say, it builds character (see Figure 1.2). 

The road to happiness in ZT2 starts with careful planning. If you don’t
design your zoo well, you might run into all sorts of trouble that can render
efforts to increase guest happiness null and void. A simple mistake such as
placing a restroom in a spot where its entrance makes people line up in other
people’s way can result in the most horrific traffic jams. The game manual has 

7

F i g u r e  1 . 2 :  

Many green

tycoons will see

this message in

their dreams.

Note
The big secret of making money in ZT2 is to

ignore making money, and spend all you’ve

got on making everyone happy—starting

with the animals. You’ll quickly find the

green stuff coming in faster than you can

spend it. Chapter 2 has specific advice

and tips to get you going down the

road of the benevolent tycoon.
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two pages full of excellent tips on zoo design (if you still haven’t read the
manual, go do it now). The section below adds some extra pointers, and you’ll
also find design info in Chapter 2 (zoo layout, building/exhibit placement),
Chapter 3 (guest amenity placement), and Chapter 4 (exhibit design).

BUILDING AND RUNNING

YOUR ZOO

The building you’ll do depends on the kind of game you play. Campaign-
scenario games have their own special requirements (Chapter 7 has the
details), but there is always one primary consideration when planning your
zoo: the size of the map.

You won’t have much of a choice when playing a small map; small maps
more or less dictate the zoo layout once you’ve estimated how many exhibits
you’re going to fit in. However, the plot thickens with medium and large maps,
and ZT2 rewards unorthodox solutions in zoo design. Modifying the terrain
(creating mountains, valleys, etc.) is absolutely free of charge. This makes
inventive solutions to zoo and exhibit design very feasible. You can make your
zoo much more attractive to guests plus save some serious cash on fencing by
building sunken exhibits, or enclosing exhibits with moats and cliffs. The new
interface makes terrain modifications extra-easy, although the tools might take
some getting used to; it’s best to practice with the game paused or in the
Freeform mode, where money and mistakes don’t matter.

Note
Remember that all multispecies

exhibits take up a lot of space, and

that even the tiniest zoo should have at

least one multispecies exhibit—they’re

wildly popular with the guests.
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BUILDING AND RUNNING YOUR ZOO

Zoo Tycoon veterans should note that ZT2

offers new, greater flexibility in terms of effective
zoo layout. Chapter 2 offers layout suggestions
depending on map size (small, medium, large).
New players should pay attention to the manual’s
zoo-design tips! The grid pattern described there
is the safest bet for inexperienced players, and
works well on small maps. 

PLACING BUILDINGS AND

CREATING EXHIBITS

As in the original Zoo Tycoon, not all
buildings and animal exhibits are equal;
some have considerably more pull with
the public than the others. An exhibit
featuring a biome with many species, or 
a truly rare animal, will always fascinate
many guests. The attractiveness of each
of the game’s animals is discussed in
Chapter 5. For now, keep in mind that
exhibits with strong pull act as zoo-traffic
regulators. Placing a highly attractive
exhibit at the end of a zoo path ensures
good traffic flow along that path. The
same rule applies to guest amenities and amusement structures: some are more
attractive than others. You’ll find more information on strategic exhibit and
zoo-structure placement in Chapters 2 and 3.

The ability to create great exhibits is the mark of a successful tycoon. It
isn’t such an easy ability to acquire, because you must show plenty of foresight.
Your ultimate goal will always be to create a multispecies or at least multian-
imal exhibit (a pair of adult animals with baby animals). If you cannot afford to
build a suitably large exhibit right away, you must allow for its future painless
expansion. Guests get big kicks out of seeing flawlessly re-created biomes that
display a variety of terrain, rocks, and plant life in addition to animal life.

9

Tip
Check out the Biome Squares map

(available both under Challenge and

Freeform games). It’s a great

example of the inventive zoo-design

solutions made possible by the new,

free-of-charge terrain-modification

options. 

Tip
Remember that all animals have privacy needs,

and that not all species can use a shelter! This

can be particularly troublesome with sunken

exhibits, which are viewed by guests standing

on a higher elevation. You may have to employ

natural barriers to the guests’ line of sight,

such as hills or rows of trees, and/or use solid

fencing such as brick walls to give your

animals the privacy they need. 
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Pay special attention when building your first few exhibits and using the biome
brush to create a suitable habitat for your chosen animal(s). Selecting any
biome opens a set of terrain choices, ranging from wooded areas to water (see
Figure 1.3). “Painting” the habitat with the default biome brush costs no
money; however, if you select one of the options that features plants, rocks,
and trees, you will be charged for any such objects placed by the biome brush.
It’s simplest to paint the entire habitat with the no-cost biome brushes of your
choice (dirt, sand, forest floor, etc.) before you switch to a brush that places
objects. You’ll find detailed advice on exhibit design in Chapters 4 and 5.

RUNNING (AROUND) YOUR ZOO

Zoo Tycoon 2 lets you monitor your zoo on several levels. As shown in the
manual, you’ll access various important screens through buttons on the main
game screen. 

The View Quick Stats button is the one you’ll use most to monitor your zoo.
The tabs on the Quick Stats screen let you switch between lists of zoo animals,
guests, and employees at a single click; bad news is highlighted in red. Clicking
on an animal, guest, or employee icon locks the overhead camera view onto
your selection. 

The View Finances button is likely to get a workout in the opening stages
of a game. As time goes on and money comes gushing in an ever-increasing 

F i g u r e  1 . 3 :  

You can always

apply the default

biome brush free

of charge. Treat it

as primer, and

apply it over the

entire exhibit

area. 
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BUILDING AND RUNNING YOUR ZOO

stream, you’ll be less concerned about money and more
concerned about what to spend it on. You’ll be checking
the Zoo Fame and Scenario Goals/Challenges screens
regularly throughout the game, but the experienced
tycoon will eventually be able to foretell a fame increase
simply by monitoring the Quick Stats screen and ongoing
zoo action in the overhead view. Note that you always get
a message when your zoo’s fame increases, but you don’t

get a message when it decreases.
Chapter 2 details all the organizational challenges

you’ll face in your rise to glory. But in addition to being
well-organized, the smart tycoon is always in the right
place at the right time. He moves around the map effi-
ciently, and manipulates zoom levels and views to best effect. Scrolling in the
overhead view can be a slow process, so use the Overview Map to quickly jump
between hotspots. 

The first-person view is used for both work and pleasure. It allows you to
stroll around the zoo as a carefree guest, and lets you perform the duties of a
zookeeper and maintenance worker. At certain points in a game, performing
these duties may be a necessity. A $5,000 Challenge
game will make you count pennies and save on staff
salaries for the first couple of months; a tight
Campaign scenario may force you to move faster
than any of your employees; a very big zoo can often
have more emergencies than zoo staff can handle at a
given time. To perform the duties of a zoo employee
efficiently, don’t switch to first-person view until
you’ve located the problem. A big multispecies biome
can have you running yourself ragged in search of the
elusive poop. It’s much more effective to scan the
exhibit by staying in the overhead view and zooming
in fairly close, then scrolling around. This lets you
parachute into first-person view in exactly in the
right spot, too. 

You’ll find more in-depth advice on playing as the zookeeper and mainte-
nance worker in Chapter 2. Now let’s take a look at one of the most charming
features of the game: the camera view.

11

Note
If you’re new to the

Zoo Tycoon series,

remember that you

can also view zoo

finances by clicking

on the zoo

gate.

Note
Use the filters for

guests, foliage, build-

ings, and fences to hide

these features, making

it easier to spot the

animals or

animal poop

you’re looking for.
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THE PHOTO SAFARI, OR CAMERA VIEW IN CLOSE-UP

Like the first-person view, the camera view in the game is meant to be used for
both pleasure and purpose. You may collect a photo album full of funny
shots—or you can take on the game’s photo challenges. You’ll encounter photo
challenges when playing in the Challenge mode or in some of the game’s
Campaign scenarios.

Challenges, ways of completing them swiftly, and the resulting rewards are
discussed in Chapter 6 and Appendix C. Here, let’s look at some mechanics of
taking pictures.

The camera view does not let you pass through gates (front zoo gates
included) or open exhibit gates. Moving around your zoo in camera view is a
lot of fun; but, as in real life, you won’t find a lot of good pictures to take that
way. When you’re hunting for a specific photograph—be it part of a challenge
or for fun—it’s best to move around in the overhead view with a medium-close
zoom. This view lets you quickly identify fleeting opportunities (for example,
“Aha! That zebra looks like it’s going to, er, use an enrichment object.”) Once
you notice an opportunity to take a fun or challenge-scoring photograph,
quickly zoom in on the spot where you intend to stand, switch to camera view,
and hit the space bar to take the picture (see Figure 1.4).

F i g u r e  1 . 4 :  

Capturing certain

images means

being quick on the

trigger. 
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GETTING READY TO PLAY

Remember to empty your camera (it’s best to have at
least five out of the 10 available shots left at all times)
and reorganize your photo album periodically—its
contents carry over from game to game, and may cause
confusion if you’re switching between saved games.

SHARING YOUR PICTURES

Zoo Tycoon 2 lets you export the pictures you’ve taken
into HTML format and share them with other ZT2 players
over the Internet. Here’s what to do:

1. Open the photo album while in the game.

2. Click the Export Photo Album to HTML button.

3. Name your album file and save it to your hard drive—you might want to
create a special folder.

4. Send the folder with the album to your friends. (Compress it first with
WinZip or another utility for safer and quicker transfer.)

If you’re clever and know HTML well, you can also post the photo album as
a Web page. Of course, being clever and knowing HTML well means you don’t
need any advice.

GETTING READY TO PLAY

The first step to enjoying Zoo Tycoon 2 is making sure it runs well on your
system. Although you can certainly play ZT2 on a minimum-specs system, you
should know that it is a demanding game: It’s best if you treat the system
recommended in the game specs as the minimum system for playing ZT2. This
is for two reasons. The first is that although ZT2 can be played at a resolution
as low as 800 � 600, it is truly beautiful at the higher resolutions (available
through the Game Options panel). The higher the resolution, the more beauty
you’ll see; treat 1024 � 768 with medium detail as the minimum for getting a
respectable amount of eye candy. If you find performance suffering, select the
Low Video Details setting on the Game Options menu and lower the resolution.

The second reason for the demanding system requirements is that you, of
course, want to build the best zoo in the world. And the best zoo in the world is
going to be a very big zoo, with over 100 animals and 120 guests (up to a dozen
or so more when zoo attendance is boosted by winning a special challenge—see
Appendix C). This is a heavy load to handle for any system, and you might be 

13

Note
Note that you can

move backwards

in the camera view

if you move using

the WASD or

arrow keys

instead of

the mouse.
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forced to pause the game during such precision operations as creating a new
exhibit or laying down a new path network.

Of course, it goes without saying that your computer is regularly serviced,
the hard drive is defragmented, your sound and video card drivers are up-to-date,
and you aren’t running other applications in the background while playing ZT2. 
If your computer hasn’t seen any servicing since day one, it’s high time you
opened Windows Help and read the entry about the Maintenance Wizard.

Once you and your machine are ready for action, the first thing you should
do is play the tutorials. 

TUTORIAL NOTES

The tutorials are what tutorials should be—completely self-explanatory.
However, being the most alert tycoon candidate to ever walk this earth, you
should take special note of a few things:

In the second tutorial, note the size of the elephant shelter. If you
needed extra proof that ZT2 is about building big exhibits, this is it.

In the third tutorial, make a point of navigating around the zoo using
the map view, the overhead view, the guest (first-person) view, and the
Photo Safari (camera) view. Don’t forget to shoot a roll of film while
you’re at it! 

The third tutorial teaches you how to build food and drink stands. You
don’t get to build a restroom, but remember this for all future games:
you should always build a restroom before any other guest amenity
(guest service building).

After playing the tutorial, you may want to play a few Freeform games.
This will let you get used to the interface and discover the full wealth 
of options available in Zoo Tycoon 2. You’ll find more info on Freeform
(and Challenge) games in Chapter 6.

The next chapter discusses your role in the game, and explains what you
have to do to become a successful tycoon.
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